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- the case of Georgian debt enforcement
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Abstract
Georgian debt enforcement has transformed from a centralized activity conducted within the walls of the Ministry of justice to a quasi-market over ten years time (2008-2018). How has this transformation played out and what are the features of such a change process? This article aims to describe and analyze the development of Georgian debt enforcement from 2008 until today's system. Debt enforcement is a policy area mainly inhabited by economists and law scholars, why a more interpretive reform perspective, as presented in this article, enables an illuminating perspective on the process. We ask: How has the reform process in Georgian debt enforcement developed since the National Bureau of Enforcement (NBE) became an independent agency? We approach this question through a qualitative case study. Drawing on documents and interview material from a strategic selection, we are able to map the process and suggest a stepwise development. The process has brought shifting roles for NBE and various new situations in debt enforcement.
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